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  1 

Introduction  
 

This is a love letter, and a story about Human 

Beings. A story about every Human Being that 

has ever come into existence. A story about 

YOU and ME. A story about truth and reality. 

A story about time and eternity. A story about 

life and death. So, it is this author’s prayer that 

the information presented, will not be frivolously 

laughed at, or ignored, nor dealt with in a cava-

lier manner by YOU, the one who is reading 

this right now. And because of the sensitivity of 

the subject, we will not be beating around the bush, 

or going down the emotional corridor of Aww . . . 

poor thing.  

Sadly, there are certain things that Human 

Beings do not take very seriously, until it is far 

too late. And indeed, this story does have a point 

of no return.  

This author is wide open, to whosoever may 

be able to present a solid case showing how 

there is no validity in this story. I challenge 

YOU to do so. Otherwise . . . give some serious, 

sober, time of thought, to this simplistic tale, 

which relays a very real truth. And then know 
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that from the moment YOU have finished read-

ing this short story there will no longer be any 

acceptable excuses for your lack of understand-

ing as to how things actually work. For then as 

YOU stand before the Living God of all crea-

tion, your denial, ignorance, or feigned declara-

tions, that things do not really work that way, 

and the outcome should be different will fall 

upon deaf ears . . . well aware that you now 

know better. 

Enjoy this story, consider what is said, and 

then please act upon the option that is given unto 

YOU at the conclusion of this work.  

 

Maranatha! 
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The Prelude  
 

From as far back in time as this author can re-

member, whenever a brand new Human baby 

was birthed onto this planet, references have 

been made, by other Human Beings, as to how 

precious the new little one was; or of the pro-

fessed innocence that was declared concerning 

this new life; or what a cute bundle of joy was 

smiling from within the warm receiving blanket.  

For the sake of our story, we will draw from 

the terminology of the Human bundle, and 

henceforth refer to that specific bundle that we 

will be talking about, which includes YOU, as 

the package.  

 

* * * 

Now, the subject of physical DEATH is quite 

real. It is not a very popular subject, but that 

does not mean that physical DEATH is not real. 

Contact a dear friend, who has physically died 

recently, and ask them if DEATH is something 

that is real. Contact departed grandpa, or 

grandma, or auntie, or nephew, or a neighbor, or 
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a movie star, or a famous politician, or a leader 

of a nation, or a king, and ask them if physical 

DEATH is something that is truly real, or not.  

And if YOU are not able to personally con-

tact them, and substantiate concerning their own 

unique testimony, as to whether or not physical 

DEATH is something real, then please, let us 

not attempt to politically correct ourselves into 

deception, concerning this issue.  

Are you anxious, or afraid, or personally up-

set yet? Has a fear of the unknown darkness bla-

tantly attacked you, concerning what we are talk-

ing about? Have you decided, even before we 

get to our simple Story, that these issues are just 

too sensitive and scary, because they might chal-

lenge the misconceptions, misnomers, lies, 

myths, and other ideas that you have come to 

believe in, and rely on, during our short tenure on 

this planet? Are YOU able to sum up enough 

courage to read through this harmless little 

booklet . . . or are YOU finished?  

 

* * * 

Now . . . the Devil is another subject that is quite 

real. He does not necessarily like the spotlight to 
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be turned upon him, and expose him for who he 

really is, but that does not mean that he does not 

exist, and is not real. And what YOU may per-

sonally believe, concerning the Devil, has nothing 

to do with it whatsoever.  

You may believe as other men have in the past 

that the moon is made out of green cheese, or 

that aliens built the pyramids, or that the theory 

of evolution is based upon valid science . . . but 

the moon and the pyramids and creation realities 

do not care one whit what YOU believe.  

Contact someone credible who knows about 

spiritual truths. Contact someone who has spent 

much more time and energy than YOU have, on 

subjects of an invisible nature, and ask them 

what they know about the subject of the Devil 

or Creation. 

Or maybe . . . there really is no absolute truth 

at all. Maybe there is nothing that is the baseline; 

nothing that is foundational. Maybe the Devil 

really is a figment of someone’s imagination. 

Maybe the Devil and his fallen angels and the 

other holy angels and God Himself are not real, 

and there is nothing of a definite certainty, ex-

cept the indisputable issue of physical DEATH. 
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Is that the position that YOU would prefer? Do 

YOU really want to base your entire existence 

on shifting sand?  

 

* * * 

Rest assured that a specific location within the 

bowels of this planet Earth, called HELL, is 

quite real. It is a subject of controversy to be 

sure. Many times the same Human Beings that 

believe in evolution, also choose to believe that 

HELL is not a real place, but rather is figurative. 

After all, if the God that we hear so much about 

is really a God of love, then why would a hei-

nous complex like a fiery, tormenting HELL be 

needed?  

Don’t all Human Beings, when the specter of 

physical DEATH arrives, simply whisk off into 

heaven (if it too really does exist)? Isn’t the sol-

ace of mental and emotional tranquility available, 

concerning the afterlife when the ugliness of 

DEATH’s finality, rears its sin-scarred head? 

How about soul-sleep . . . should we choose that 

option? Or maybe, if we have been good 

enough, we will find that we have earned our 
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wings, and shall now become some holy angel, 

and shall try to help others in need. 

Finally, God, The Creator, is another subject 

that is quite real. And the God of incalculable 

love, who gave all He had in order to specifically 

obtain YOU, is not trying to hide or make Him-

self scarce. He is right out in the open, and He 

wants all Human Beings to know about Him, 

and to know what He has done. In spite of the 

spiritual innuendos, outright lies, doctrinal false-

hoods, and projected deceptions, He has not 

changed, nor altered the magnificent plan that 

He has put forth for all who would be willing to 

listen to Him. Will YOU be willing to listen?  

Do YOU know God personally . . . or do 

you only know about God? Can YOU give this 

author a bevy of collected information, that 

years of table-talk, or childhood remembrances, 

or promoted falsehood, have formulated? Or, 

can YOU personally introduce this author to the 

Living Lord of Hosts, just like YOU would in-

troduce him to one of your relatives, or good 

friends?  

The Story that follows is designed to present 

a simple illustration of spiritual realities. Our 
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prayer is that spiritual insight may be granted by 

the Holy Spirit of Truth Himself, to every reader 

of this work, that none should perish but that all 

would make a wise decision for life evermore, 

including YOU. 

 


